Making Kumihimo errata: known corrections as of 3rd April 2005

Text Corrections

**Page 16** Line 7 misspelling: remove one’s from 'dissappointing; Line 9 misspelling: Stiking should read striking

**Page 22** Misspelling: Monoyama, should be Momoyama

**Pages 22, 23, 134, and index page 188** misspelling: change Obijima to Obijime

**Page 23** Para 3 Line 5: Text doesn’t flow, change to read:

Where did the idea for the takadai come from? Makiko Tada has suggested in her book on takadai braids that a prototype of the modern version existed in Japan around the mid 1800's.

**Page 18** Misspelled Braidershand USA address.

Street name to read: 12906 Isocoma Street.

**Page 184** under "Japanese Text", fifth title down should read: Traditional Kumihimo: Takadai and Ayatakadei; Shufu no Tomosha and Issei Yamaoka; also last title author should be "Yamamoto"

**Page 186** Missing text column 2

Revise text to read

My thanks to Tamaki Hirata, Yayoi Miura and Makiko Tada – esteemed Japanese braiding artists whose skills have inspired me to write and share this unique traditional Japanese art form.

Lastly to Masae Saiki who used her translation skills, to find meaningful words in English from Japanese text.

**P186** Spelling mistake should be "gozaimashita" instead of "gozimashita"

???: On some page(s) the 1 metre measurement is shown as 39 inches and on others as 40 inches, not sure which pages. All to read 39 inches.

Diagram and illustration corrections

**Page 33** corrected illustrations:

Replace the images shown on page 33 with the ones shown below.

**Page 42** Green braid corrected image:
Reverse image 180 degrees to place point at top of photograph.

**Page 55** Diagram 5: Corrected colours.

Change coloured diagonal diamonds top right to correspond, with the blue coloured circles.
Page 50 diagram 2 and Page 51 diagram 2b
Change hemstitching illustrations to the illustration shown below

Page 67 Pattern 3 & 4 incorrectly identified on page should read as shown below

Revert to Pattern No 1 when
Blue No 10 bobbins in Pattern 4
reach the No16 position.
Then go directly to hand moves
1 & 2.

Change to Pattern No 4 when
Blue No 10 bobbins in Pattern 3
reach the No16 position.
Then go directly to hand moves 7 & 8.

Page 112 Amend Fig D to read Z and X, not Y and X

Fig D
Right hand linking

Page 143 Diagram 5: RH column: remove extra vertical black line

Page 109 Correct number of bobbins from 33 to 36

Page 101 Step 24 is shown on the page as Step ‘Z’, correct as shown at right.